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Ureilites are fragments of the highly heterogeneous mantle of 
a C-rich asteroid (or asteroids) that underwent uniformly severe 
depletion in basaltic matter. For many years the nature of the de-
pletion mechanism was controversial, but most workers believe 
that basalt was lost by out-flux of partial melt, leaving the 
ureilites as restites. Controversial still is the role of smelting: are 
the ureilite (core) silicates compositionally diverse (e.g., Fo75-
96) because they are residues of partial smelting [e.g., 1], or be-
cause the parent chondritic matter was diverse [2]? In the latter 
model, ureilites represent partial melt residues that underwent 
little smelting until a solid-C to COx-gas based redox process was 
triggered during a catastrophic blow-apart of the parent aster-
oid(s), with concomitant cooling that limited the smelting to 
grain rims. The catastrophic blow-apart hypothesis is supported 
by the recent discoveries of three porous ureilites (LAR04315; 
Almahata Sitta; Jiddat al Harasis [3-5]) that illustrate the effects 
of extensive smelting not limited to silicate rims. Here, we focus 
on LAR04315 [cf., 3].  In the BSE image (410×280 µm), the grey  

 
silicates are mostly pyroxene; the “worm-eaten” porosity with 
Fe-metal (white) partly filling some holes is typical. The dark 
rounded grains (with interstitial px) are reduced olivines; cf. 
rounded silicates in Almahata Sitta [4]. However, these are atypi-
cal of LAR04315 olivines; most are instead mosaicized-blocky 
grains that are only mildly reduced. Impact melting was concen-
trated within pigeonite (which has a lower shock impedance than 
olivine), and for kinetic reasons, smelting was more efficient at 
reducing molten pigeonite than solid olivine. 

The smelting reaction basically transforms solid C + FeO 
into COx gas + Fe-metal. In the three porous ureilites, we see 
(despite gas outflow) porosity engendered by smelting, and also, 
at least in LAR04315, enhanced Fe-metal. Modal analysis shows, 
discounting roughly 10 vol% porosity, 2.9 vol% Fe-metal plus 
another 5 vol% iron oxide that, from context, is likely to be 
weathered Fe-metal. The implied pre-terrestrial Fe-metal content 
was at least (ignoring iron oxide) 7 wt% and probably closer to 
12 wt%. No other known ureilite contains >6 wt% Fe-metal [6]. 
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